FLYING THE DUTCH FLAG offers more benefits for superyachts

Holland leads the way in creating the finest quality superyachts in the world. Now you can also benefit from having your yacht registered in the Netherlands where the unique requirements of modern superyachts used for charter will be taken fully into account.

AN ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION
Registration under Dutch flag offers you a one-stop solution for yachts of 24 metres or over in load length. This total package includes construction, safety standards, commercial exploitation, Manning and advantageous registration under the Dutch flag. All these services can be arranged by yacht management companies based in the Netherlands. Vessels being used commercially also enjoy highly competitive taxation arrangements, approved under Dutch law.

REGISTRATION AND TAXATION
Flying the Dutch flag allows you to profit from a fiscal regime equivalent to that for commercial seagoing vessels. This includes exemption from VAT on the purchase of your yacht and on services provided by the shipping company to customers using the yacht. Income tax and social security rates are also subject to a special regime.

A CLEAR OPERATING MODEL
Flying the Dutch flag is straightforward in legal terms, ensuring you a clear position with regard to home port and flag. Yacht operation companies that are normally based ‘offshore’ can now be established in the Netherlands, offering all the benefits of operating inside the world’s yacht valley.

Long renowned for its craftsmanship, the Dutch yachtbuilding industry can now offer a complete and distinctive package to its customers. Construction, safety standards, Manning and advantageous registration under the Dutch flag. A different red, white and blue may well soon be ruling the waves.

THE DUTCH FLAG OFFERS YOU:
• A one-stop shop for construction, registration and crew
• All taxation issues resolved
• A clear operating model
• Operation of your yacht by professionals
• Flying the Dutch flag

MORE INFORMATION
If you are interested in Flying the Dutch flag, please contact:

HISWA Holland Marine Industry • Michaël Steenhoff
P.O. Box 37111 • 1030 AC Amsterdam • The Netherlands
m.steenhoff@hiswa.nl • www.hiswa.nl
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